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INTHODUCTION

It is virtual1y axiomatic that attendance and participaLion at
school heo.vily influence the educational outcomes one realizes
class member.

;l;-,

a

School (1istricts receive financial aid from tlic state

treasury based upon average daily attendance.

One of the principal

reasons for pupil failure is chronic lack of attendance.

Every teacher

knows the importance of attendance and, rightly or wrongly. it influences
the evaluation of a pupil's progress.

This is perhaps more strongly felt

among subject-matter specialists at secondary level than in the selfcontained classrooms in the elementary school.
Certain classes, due to their nature, demand participation in
a physically active sense, beyond mere passive attendance or presence
in a room.

Participation seems to be an increasing trend in the general

pattern of American education and is the heart and soul of such subjects
as music, art, vocational arts, ho.me economics, and others.
prominent subject area is physical education.

One such

With the exception of

brief administrative duties and the occasional rule interpretation in a
game, physical education is by definition and by practice, physical in
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nature.

Physical education is prcdicai,ccl npon phy:,ical participation

and achievement. marks are at least partially based upon one 1 s skill in
such participation.
In days long since past, it was a badge of distinction--an
honor befitting reward--to achieve perfect attendance over the course of
a school year.

Such distinction was often earned at the price of personal

discomfort at best and sacrifice of personal health at worst.

It has since

become common practice to excuse pupils for reasons associated with
illness for whatever the cause.
in business and industry.

Analogous to this is a similar practice

The dissimilarity between illness-based

excuses in business and industry and those in education is that in the
case of the former. flagrant repetition may lead to dismissal and resultant loss of livelihood.

Public education, on the other hand, is committed

to acceptance of all children through a minimum age.
Since the Seven Cardinal Principles of Education became a
formal guideline for education in Arneric;:i, educators have increasingly
committed themselves to preservation of the hco.lth of pupils.

Evidence

of this can be seen in the employment of school nurses and physicians,
use of mass testing and screening procedures for vision and hearing
and sometimes dental caries.

In addition to this, pupils are encouraged

to remain at home if ill, for personal and group protection.
Due to the political structure under which schools operate,

')

cl

in o c cl i n at c

<"' o 11 c e r

n

to s ch no i ad rn i 11 i s t. 1·at. or s •

If n o l ; u · ;: u :i l c v i r k

ri

c- c: ,

there is at l.c;ist a strong suggestion of necessity i:o refrain fcom
placing demands upon pupils wlli<'h unconvinced pa1·c11L,; rnighl. consider
overly burdensome.

There is also the strong suggestion of unw rii.tcni

unspoken and undocumented tendency for parents to clcdde arbi lrar i.ly
which classes and under what: conditions pupils should attend.

I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

13asically speaking, it is important for pupils to attend school
and to be present and to participate in ways in which the subject matter
itself requires.

The pride of every educational specialist in the sec-

ondary schools requires and expects such attendance and participation.
None are so zealous, however, a.s to deny the pupil the innate necessity
of excuse for legitimate reasons.

It is a we 11 documented fact that the

field of education in the United States is committed to the preservation
and care of student health.

The problem of non-participation arises

because of virtual intimidation of the public schools in the name of
preserving the public good will where school as a social agency looks

to the public for its survival, its support, and its growth.
It is the purpose of this paper to:
(1) identify the position of physical education and medicine

with respect to the values of participation in physical education based
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upon both opinion and resear·ch;
(2) identify the position of school adminihtraiion with respect
to the place of physical ediwo.lion in 1.hc school curricul11m;
(3) identify the most prevalent typc·:1 of non-participation
excuses cncounlc reel and ind i < ·:1. 1.P

i!1c' i r

re 1ati vc rn·c·vaJ cncc;

(4) i:;uggest practical ::;c11ulions which rnay lead to a significant
reduction in the number of su~:picious excuses presented.

II.

BASIC ASSUMPTION

For purposes of discussion in this paper, it is assumed that
physical education is rather universally well taught in the secondary
schools and that it is, therefore, well worth one's effort to seek all
legitimate means possible to reduce the number of suspicious excuses
presented.
It is also assumed that no program or combination of programs
adequately replaces physical education.

If this were not true, either

physical education or its replacement could he elimin;:i.ted without loss
from the present curriculum.

III.

LIMITATION

Discussion of the problem of non-participation excuses is
herein limited to boys in the secondary school level.

Clif\PTEH lI

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

I.

VALUES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

In this chapter it is the intent of the writer to portray through
selected references the position uf the profes~ion of physical education
and the profession of mediche with respect to the values of systematic
progressive participation in physical education activities.

In addition

it is intended that the position of school administrators be portrayed
with respect to the manner in which they view physical education as a
contributing part of the school curriculum.

Opinions and Research by Physical Educators
Every physical educator worthy of the name knows both by
personal experience and education the value of physical education.

It

has been well expounded throughout the ages by writers of many callings.
A modern day indicai.i.on of its importance was brought to light by the
findings of Kraus and Hirschland (24) who in 1953 disclosed the results
of their survey comparing the children on the east coast of the United
States with contemporaries in Switzerland, Au::;tria, and Italy.

Their

6

fi.ndi.ngs led to the presidential appointment by Dwi.ght Eisenhower rJf

Council on Youth Fitness.

/\::; P,1;1\: (:11) irHJicalul,

11,i:~ action

in

the

form of appointment and formation or the Prcsid()n1 1 s Council on Youth
Fitness acted as a catalyst toward the improvement of physi.cal education
all over the nation.

In rather short order studies cropped up in which

the values of participation i.n physical education activities became the
central theme.

Cowell (13:28G-301) carefully documented the available

literature from the fields of sociology and psychology on the contributions
of physical activity to the social development of boys and girls.

Some of

the most noteworthy findings among the studies which he discussed
indicated that physical education affords an excellent opportunity for
social interaction and that thh~ is an essential phase of child growth.
Physical skill forms a strong basis for succc:.,sful social interaction and
is valued particularly in the male.

Among those who are able to perform

physical skills successfully there appears to be a greatly diminished
tendency for voluntary dropout from school.

Finally, play affords one

of the most excellent opportunities for the individual to act out aggressions
which beset all of us.
Scott (35: 307-317) documented the contributions of physical
activity toward psychological development and in her extensive review
discussed studies among whof3c conclusions were i.hc following:
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(1) that successfu1 play and phy::;ical education activitks arc in::;trumental

in changing attitude, (2) that they improve one's social efficiency,
(3) that they improve his ability to respond to sensory perception,
(4) that they promote better relaxation and (5) that they are responsible

for considerable acquisition of Hld ll.
Along a philosophical vc-lr1 Steinhaus made the following
comment:
Today, America and Arnerican citizenship is in a position
better than ever to give assistance and 1eadership to the entire
human species. Are we prepared to use this opportunity for the
good of the entire species that it may be fit to survive?
In physical education we have long been convinced that we
can play an important part in such a mi:=;sion. Leonard of
Oberlin, Raycroft of Princeton, and McKenzie of Pennsylvania-our prophets of old- -said, 'Physical Education is that which
sees in measures insuring bodily health and the right kind and
amount of motor activity an avenne of approach through which
the whole individual may be influenced for good, in mind, and
character, as well as in body. It employed the word physical
to denote the means and not tltc end. 1 (:HJ:87).
That physical fitnesf, is an extremely important outcome and
objective of good physical education is amply pointed out by the fact that
an entire issue of the Journal

0' Health,

Physical Education ~nd Recreation

was devoted to the topic of fitness and it was explained in this issue that
physical education officially considered fitness to be its unique contribution (22).

In a manner attributed previously to both Cowell and Scott,
Mohr (13) synthesized the contributions of physic al activity to the
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learning of physical skills and in doing this covcn:d a bibliography of
well over two hundred sources •. Among her conclusions were:

(1) that

skill le;:irning definitely results from specific practice of ;:i particular
skill, (2) that skill learning does actually take place in regular physical
education programs, and (3) that specific instruction results in the
learning of specific skills.
Espenschade (18) collected the information available in various
sources which documented the contribution of physical activity to physical
growth.

She concluded after synthesizing this information that evidence

supporting the function of exercise in optimum physical development is
steadily accumulating, as noted in the following:

(1) exercise of all

sensory and neuromuscular functions is essential for normal development,
(2) growth in physique and physical abilities occurs simultaneously and
while physique in some instances appears to limit physicai performance
it is in turn influenced to some extent by the amount and type of exercise

performed, (3) bones, connective tissue, fat, and musculature can be
changed as a result of exercise, and finally that (4) long continued
specialization in certain kinds of activity can result in permanent changes
in structure.
Davis, Logan, and McKinney (14:48) refer to such adaptation
with a handy acronym which they have labeled SAID which stands for

!Pttdfio ~ctaptation to _!mpoi!iBd Qem,H'ldij.

9

In 1962 the NEA Journal published a series of general statements about physical fitness under the title

11

Your Child's Health and

Fitness 11 which consisted of a brief review intended for parents and
teachers.

Articles were written by well known peop1e in the field of

physical education, one of whom was Helen M. Starr.

She indicated

that authorities recommend that youngsters have at least one period of
physical education daily--a minimum of thirty minutes in grades 1-6,
not counting recesses, and a full class period in grades 7-12 (38:;rn).
In support of this recommendation the Educational Policies Commission
in a joint publication with the American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation entitled

11

Health and Physical Fitness for all

American Children and Youth" (15: 12) recommended that "growing
children should have three or four hours of activity each day . . . .

11

In 1961 John F. Kennedy became President of the United States
and one of his early actions was to appoint Charles B.

11

Bud 11 Wilkinson

as his personal consultant on matters pertaining to youth fitness and to recreate the President's Council on Youth Fitness.

In a letter to the Presi-

dent dat_ed May 31, 1962, Mr. Wilkinson stated, as a matter of Council
policy, that one of the six points which it stipulated as being basic to
instruction in health and physical education was a daily class period allotted
to physical education in grades kindergarten through the twelfth.

In

addition to this, the Council further believed that every girl and boy should
participate in sufficient vigorous activity to insure the benefits which result
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from exercise (32).

It seems noteworthy to point out as a result of the disclosure
several years earlier that our youtl1 were relatively soft and unfit,
which subsequent studies amply illtrntratcd, thaL President Kennedy, in
July, 1861, urged each school in the n:Jtion to adopt a program which
would provide for a minimu.rn of fifi.ecn rnirrntcs of vigorous activity
every day for all pupils (24:insidc front cover-).

Medical Opinion
In 19Gl Dr. Hans Krmw, ,Nho k1d eight yc.::irs ear1i.cr helped
to disclose the relative unfitness of U. S. youngsters by means of a
monumental study conducted on the U. S. eastern seaboard, co-authored
with Dr. Wilhelm Raab, a book called liypokinetic Disease.
11

The term

hypokinetic 11 refers to diseases produced by the lack of exercise.

This

is a classic and noteworthy volume which covers virtually' every known
relationship between medicine and physical exercise.

The authors,

in concluding this monumental work, stated the following which seems
worthy of repetition here:
Quite obviously, sysi:e.matic vigorous physical education in
the schools has to lay the ground-work for physical fitness and
for lifelong health. By definition of the tei'm 11 physical education,
adequo.tc dcve lopment and function of the body is its primary and
foremost goal. Physical eclucators who are aware of their
responsibility must develop discipline in their pupils by teaching
them through their own personal example the performance of
physical tasks that are di.fficul t and require endurance and

11
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courage. Thus, they will give them not on1y the physical benefits
of exercise but they will help imrm:afrnrably to create attitudes of
self-control, self-denial, and ambition without which most other
de sir ab le personality tra·its wi 11 remain atrophic, and without
which no nation has ever stood up to the chal1cngcs of history
(25: 174).
California has the only law requiring daily participation in
physical education from kindergarten through grade fourteen.

It is a

state, however, which has had considerable ctifficulty over the years in
maintaining this law which was enacted in 1917.

In 1965 Dr. David

Carmichael, a well known cardiologist from San Diego, spoke before the
California State Board of Education at its meeting in Los Angeles on
January 14, 196 5, in defense of the maintenance and retention of that
law.

He made several statements of which two seem especially worth

repeating at this point.
There is good epidemiological evidence, there is good clinical
evidence, there is good experimental evidence, there is good
experimental work in sub-human primates that indicates that
daily activity is vitally important in cutting down the incidence of
coronary heart disease. We have in our country each year the
equivalent number of the entire population of San Diego die of
coronary disease- -roughly 700, 000 people- -and anything we can
do, and anything we can promulgate, and anything we can support
which will prevent this, cardiologists~ physicians, and I am sure
you, ladies and gentlemen, feel is important (8).
At another point Dr. Carmichael cited statistics from the
Korean War which are rather shocking and should be stated here.
The terrible statistics that came out of the studies of
autopsies of the hearts and major blood vessels of young men
who were killed by shrapnel wounds and bullet wounds in Korea,
men averaging about twenty years of age. indicated the fact that
these men already were beginning to show an extensive degree of
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artcriosclc1·osi.s, or lw.r<lcnin 11, nl the 0-.:'tc1·ic:::;, n1-ir.:k(:ning of
the cor-c)n:1t·y blood Vf'f:i:..;('l:,, i11rli,·::.I(•:< ::,:1.i an,vL:1i;q; we cl(J 1nust
start in yuu1.h (B).
As a part of his defense, Dr·. Cannid1ac1 wr(Jk lcLLen_; Lo
several° of his colleagues ::i.roLmd 1!1c country inq1lirin;; of lh,:rn what they

felt would be the effect of California abandoning its mandatory daily law
requiring physical education..

F1·om Dr. Pau1 Dudley White, his former

professor, he received this comment, in part:
Our citizens of tomorrow are the children and teenagers
of today, and it i:::; a sad commentary on 1:hc defects of our
cu1Tcnt education io find tliat i.lic sons oC c,ur· patients ,vl\o we
used to see years ago arc c:cvc loping cal'Cli ovasc.:ular disability
much earlier in life, as .shown, for exarnplc, by the 01rnet of
angina pectoris at an age thirteen years younger than in the case
of their fathers (8).
Edward L. Bortz, one of the world 1 s .most respected physicians,
. summarizes the rather unanimous position of the medical profession by
the following comments:
Focus on health maintenance is urgently necessary. Practising
physicians are occupied by innumerable nuisance complaints that,
with even mild endeavor to keep physically fit, would enable patients
to avoid them.

It begins to appear that exercise is the master conditioner for
the healthy and the major therapy for the ill (4: 1).

II.

PLACE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE CURRICULUM

Opinions Expressed About Physical Education by School Aclmi nisi:rator·s
As a result of personal concern by President Dwight Eisenhower
about the level of physical fitness of the nation's youth resulting in turn
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from the disclosures by the report of Kraus and llirsr:hland, the
president had arranged for a National Conference on Physical Fitness
of Youth in the early part of UJ55.

The heart attack suffered by Presi-

dent Eisenhower forced postponement of this national meeting.

Two

groups whose presidents and members had been invited were the National
Association of Secondary School Principals and the American Association
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.

President Leland M.

Drake of the National Association of Secondary School Principals presented
a proposal to his executive committee on September 30, 1955, asking that
special attention to the area of youth fitness be given by publication in
The Bulletin of the Secondary School Principals in as short a time as
possible.

He made arrangements with AAHPER president Ruth Abernathy

to have suitable material arranged for publication in the Bulletin.

This

was subsequently done and the following year these articles were published
in a volume entitled Fitness for Secondary Youth by the AAHPER under
the editorship of Karl and Carolyn Bookwalter of Indiana University.
This publication focuses the interest of secondary school principals and
school administrators in general on the problem of fitness for secondary
school youth.
The Bookwalters' editorializing of materials submitted by the
AAHPER members resulted in the disclosure that one of the significant
needs of youth from the standpoint of physical fitness is that of sufficient
daily big muscle activity--for many pupils as much as four hours.
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Other publications have also spoken of the need of daily physical education.

Such a message was conveyed in a report by .Joe Hal1, a superin-

tendent in Florida, in The Bulletin of the NationaJ- Association of
Secondary School Principals in 1960 ( 19: 17).

Daily physical education

was recommended also by Superintendent Virgil Hollis of Marin County,
California (20:7), as well as by the California Committee on Fitness
which consisted of members from seventeen state-wide organizations
within California (37:6).
The concern for physical activity and the necessity for such
activity on a daily basis and its possible relationship to academic performance is not a new one either by school administrators or by physical
educators.

This is made clear by the following excerpt taken from the

proceedings of the National Teachers Association, Volume V, 1863,
from a statement by Principal S. W. Mason of the Hancock Grammar
School in Boston:
The body is constantly influencing the mind, and the mind
is constantly influencing and controling the conditions of the
body; hence intellectual and physical culture and training
should "go hand in hand;" if permitted, or by us forced to go
apart, either will stray from its appropriate sphere, resulting
iri feebleness, failure, and premature decay, and the fate will
be that of a "house divided against itself" (27:2).
Ninety years later, in 1953, The National Association of
Secondary School Principals in its ~u1 l_etin . . . for May indicated
that it believed that the basis for life is physical and that learning
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through the physical is not only the original method of education, it is
also the way by which all learning takes place.

In the late 1940 's the superintendent of pulJ he instruction for
the state of California, at the request of the State Curriculum Commission
appointed a committee to set forth a framework for public education for
the state of California.

The ,~ommiHee decided that it would utilize the

basic position of the Education;J.l Policies Commission statement of 1938
in which that commission had done very much the same type of job and
had suggested for education four general objectives which should guide
American Education.

These objectives were (1) civic responsibility,

(2) full realization of individual cap;J.cities, (3) hum;J.n relationships,
and (4) economic efficiency.
Six statements in the California framework contained in the
objective of full realization of individual capacity significantly convey
the importance of physical education in the life of secondary school
pupils, as follows:

(1) understand the essential facts concerning health

and disease; (2) protect his health and that of others; (3) work to improve
the health of the community; (4) work to achieve poise and coordination
in bodily movement; (5) participate in a wide range of leisure time
activities--physical, intellectual, and creative; and (6) understand and
value the contributions of art, lite1·ature, music, and the dance.
The Education;:11 Po 1i.cie s Coin mi,, r,tcin ib one of the most
respected spokesmen for education in An1e 1·ica.

In HH 8 they proposed
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forth by The Commission on the H1)0i'f;ani:;,al.inn o[ f;econclary Education.
These objectives in the ordc r s tatcd we t.·e as l'oll ow:-;: health, command
of funda:menfo.l processes, ,vo1·thy home me mhc r·ship, vocational co.mpetence, effective citizenship, worthy use of 1eisure, and ethical
character (9: 15).

Twenty ycar·s Jatei·, in 1 '.)~18, the Commission pub-

lished The Purposes of Education in i\ me r·i can Dernocracy.

Here the

Commission developed the objectives of self-realization, human rebtionship, economic efficiency, and civic responsibility as previously
described (17:50, 72, 90, 108).
In 1961 the Commission published The Central Purpose of,
American Education (16).

Here the central theme was the development

of the rational powers of the individual, i.e., an ability to think effectively.

The Commission stated the following which seems of considerable

significance to the writer:
The school must be guided, in pursuing its central purpose
or any other purposes, by certain conditions which are known
to be basic to significant mental development. The school has
responsibility to establish and maintain these conditions. One of
them is physical health. The sick or poorly nourished pupil, the
pupil suffering from poor hearing or vision, is hampered in
learning. An adequate physical basis for intellectual life must
be assured (16: 15).
At another point the Commission in the same publication makes
the following statement:
Health, for example, depends upon a reasoned awareness of
the value of mental and physical fitness and of the means by
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by which it may be developed and maintained. Fitness is not
merely a function of living and acting; it requires that the
individual understand the connection among health, nutrition,
activity, and environment, and that he take action to improve
his mental and physical condition (lG:5).
The foregoing make it undeniably clear that school administration in general and school principals in particular defend, support, and
encourage the dcveloprncni: of sound progr:n:n~..; i.n pbytiical education.
Others from other disciplines likewise support and endorse physical
education as a curricular necessity for pupils in our schools.

The

California Committee on Fitness o.t a rneci:ing in Sacramento on
September 19, 1961, unanimously approved of the policy statement
formulated by the President's Council on Youth Fitness that fifteen minutes of vigorous daily exercise is necessary for youth in the public
schools.

This Committee was made up of school trustees, educators,

physicians, psychologists, recreation administrators and parents from
seventeen state-wide organizations (37:6).
The national, state, and local Parent-Teacher Associations
are known singly and collectively as organizations devoted entirely to
child welfare.

In 1917 a letter by the president of what was then known

as the California Congress of Mothers was addressed to all legislators
at that time actively engaged in legislative session in Sacramento.
Excerpts from that letter, dated Ma1·ch 1, 191 7, indicate the concern
of this Congress:
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We would respectively rccomrncncJ to your aL'.,cntion the
following action of our State Ex<:cu tive Uoc1rd regarding
certain cc1ucaliona1 1T1c·ahtircs now before yollr committee.
(1) Physical Education for all children has 1ong been one of
the ideals of our organization. Ilence, we arc much gratified
that there arc now before you such measures as Senate bills
599 and 89l":i, and favor such a merger of these as will insure
to all children of the public schools:
(a) careful physical examinations by qualified and competent
persons;
(b) corrective and dcvelopmenl;:il physical exercises under
thoroughly trained supervisors;
(c) instruction in laws oi health and care of the body;
(d) strictly sanitary surroundings (34).
Virgil S. Hollis, superintendent of schools of Marin County,
California, discussed the achievement of youth physical fitness by the
schools in a recent issue of the CAHPER Journal.

Hollis pointed out

that no other instructional program receives more time or emphasis
in the public schools than does physical education.

He pointed out also,

however, that neither the time allotted nor the emphasis indicated by
law have produced physically educated people in the strictest sense of
the word.

In attempting to pinpoint the blame for such failure he made

the following statement:
The failure of us all, administrators. school board
members, and teachers, to recognize physical education as
subject matter comparable to any other subject in the school
curriculum is evident (20:7).
At another point further on, Hollis added:
Why has physical ccluca ti.on beP.n ne glcctcd? It has not been
considered a subject fie'.d citiie1· by the aJmlnisci·ators or te.:icbers~
It is not recognized as being worthy as a part of the total education
of the individual (20:7)~

z.' ' '

Repeated test survr:ys h,,ve indicated the relatively low standing of our youth in comp;:ir-ison to olhct' yo111l1 i,1 foreign countries.
Despite this, Cowell, Scott, Moht·, and Espenshade have synthesized an
extensive collection of evidcnc,~ about the values of physical education
as they may contribute to soci:11, p~,y('ho1ogical, skills learning, and
physi.ca l gTowth, respectively.

Offici a1 govc rnment:.il assi.s!ancc and

policy have, in recent years, given great impetus to Lhc growth of
physical fitness and physical education.
Kraus and Raab show evidence of the degeneration of the
under-exercised human body and indicate irrevocably that this can be
allowed to continue only at the sacrifice of the physical and possibly
attitudinal integrity of the individual.

Carmichae 1, White, and Bortz

plead for retention of a legislative requirement for physical education
daily.
Numerous school administrators also agree in spirit and in
substance with daily physical education.

Official documents speaking

for education in general and school administrators in particular have
supported physical education without qualification through the years.
De spite these efforts, governmental intervention was necessary
and openly welcomed by virtually everyone.

The answer to the nagging

question, "Why, despite see.ming effort to the contrary, are our U. S.
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youth physica1ly unfit?

11

appears to have been strong1y hi::tcd :it by

Ho1lis who b1o.mes all connected with the schools for LJiiing i.o properly
support the physical education program equa11y wii.h oLher curricular
efforts.

CHAPTEH III

ORIGIN AND EFFECT OF NON-PARTICIPATION EXCGSES

In this chapter the writer will review briefly tbe problem of
non-participation in physical education re c~u lting frorn a variety of
forms of excuse, as seen from the viewpoint of authorities in physical
education as well as from the viewpoint of the writer as an instructor.
Nixon and Frederickson (30: 186) expressed the frequently
supported opinion that any pupil able to attend school as a full-time
student with a normal program of studies should not be permitted to
evade the physical education requit·ernent.

Willia.ms clarifies this

stand by a willingness to excuse only for valid r:nedic3.l reasons.

His

position is quite clear in the following statement:
The advice of the family physician is not to be taken lightly
at any time, but neither is the obligation of the school for the
physical education of all pupils (42: 305).
Nixon and Frederickson have categorized students seeking
excuses into the following six groups:

( l) legitimate medical reasons;

(2) those with antipathy toward normal play; (3) those who are, by
personality, antisocial; (4) the grossly unskilled; (5) those with great
amounts of physical activity as a voc:Lti.onai ncCl'hsity; (G) r.hose who
elect school activities such as band, ,~ r·i 11 tcau1, cheer leaders,
athletics, etc. (30:183-184).
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thal the non-participation pcohlem was serious enough to warrant special
policy.

He cited the necessity for po1·icy canging from extended-time

excuses to the day-by-day excuses for such things as illness, lack of
uniforms, athletic team membership, etc.
Williams, Brownell and Verni.er (43:89) agree with Werner
as to necessity for a policy regulating excuses from physical education
and point to the cases of '._1bu,:;e of the lcgitirnate excuse as their reason.
Sharman (3G:G5-GG) also agrees to the need for a '\lcfinii:e and workable
plan.

11

His insight is reflected in the following statement:

It has been found helpful in many city school systems to use
a standard routine and printed form in connection with the examinations and recommendations by physicians. This procedure
helps to avoid the abuse of the exemption privilege by uninformed
parents and spoiled children (36:66).

The Problem As Seen by the Writer
Over a period of five years as a physical education instructor,
averaging approximately five classes per day, each containing an average
of approximately 30 to 33 pupils per class, the writer has collected a
total of 271 written excuses, of which nearly 200 are strongly suspected
of being invalid.

This number does not include the unwritten excuses,

many of which, in the absence of adequate policy or legal basis to the
contrary, must be honored.

Of all the literature reviewed by the writer,

the following paragraph by Cassidy best describes the basic problem of
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the pupil who seeks non-parLicipation by means of any one of a number of
suspicious forms of excuse.
As seen by their behavior. ''the Fringe rs 11 are the ones
who just aren't in the on-going enterprise; they are doing a.11
they can to avoid the experiences in their program. They are
"the avoiders, " "the forgetters," "the cutters, " "the losers, "
"the sitters on the bench, " "the disrupters 11 ; they ask for
excuses, they refuse to change for activity, "the nondressers,"
"the nonshowerers, " the nonparticipalors proniptly, those
lacking zest or skill. Often they are the stcalers. They are
the ones who seldom use the required costume or towel ticket
or locker combination (10:115).
The written excuses of the nearly 200 boys which were judged
to be invalid, as well as the number of suspicious unwritten requests for
excuse from physical education were judged to be invalid by the following
criteria:
(1) Frequency--the number of excuses used by an individual
over a given period of time;
(2) Type--Medical: the nature of the excuse was basically
health or .medical-oriented;
Financial: the nature of the excuse was basically
one of being unable to afford the required uniform;
Memory: the nature of the excuse was basically
one of inability to remember to purchase the required uniform, bring
it back to school following laundering at home, loss of uniform, etc.
(3) Consistency of behavior following excuse--physical
"horseplay" involving a body part for which excuse is requested, and/ or
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stated inability to afford purchase or replacement of uni.fonn lJut affluent
otherwise.

(Student may drive a c;ir, for example.)
(4-)

Consistent low achicvcr--poor level of achievement in

most or all his classes;
(5) Motor ineptness--the hoy with moderate to severe obesity,
fitness, or motor coordination problems.
After six years of teaching experience, it is the personal
judgment of the writer that he can successfully discri.minate between the
boys who will become future problems and those who will not with
approximately 90% accuracy by car(':'ful observation of their overt
behavior by the end of their first activity period.

Differentiation of

problem boys into the types of excuse they will use predominantly and
the identification of the remaining 10% not immediately identifiable,
requires a much longer time.
The writer, conversant with this problem over a considerable
period of time, has attempted his own categorization of the excuses, as
follows, without any attempt to identify them further as to their suspected
validity:_
(a)

Medical--acciclents, injuries, allergies, illnesses,

recovery periods following any of the above.

A statement from medical

practitioner, particularly on letterhead, bearing a signature, must be
honored.
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(b)

Parental--any excuse of any type, i.n writing, bearing

the signature of either or both p:ircnts or guardian::;,
(c) Verbal-pupi.l--this is the excuse requested only verbally
by the pupil.

It may or may not be honored dep1.:nding upon the suspected

merits of each one.
By using any one or more of the criteria previously mentioned
(on pages 23 and 24), the problem of excuses suspected of being invalid
as found by the writer over a five-year period is summarized in Table I.
Table I shows (a) colds; (b) injured back; (c) knee strain, cut,
etc. ; (d) no reason; and (e) cough/ sore throat to be the leading reasons
for excuse.
The term "invalid," as used in the table heading should be
clarified.

As applied to the digures under the column headed "Parent,

11

the term means an excuse given by the parent for reasons strongly
suggestive of sympathy, over-protection, and over-indulgence.

As

applied to the figures under the column headed "Medical," the term
means an excuse incomplete in form, as for example, one which contains
only the words "No P. E. for John Doe," signed by the examining M. D.
and appearing on his letterhead or office memo.
The study of the problem of non-participation excuses has led
the writer to believe most excuses have a poor attitude background as
disclosed by the criteria on pages 23 and 24.

Student excuses which are

received by the instructor verbally indicate one of two things.

First,
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TABLE I

NATURE AND SOURCE OF EXCUSES SUSPECTED OF BEING INVALID

Mcdic;.il

Excuses
Cold
Injured back
Knee strain, cut, etc.
No Reason
Cough, sore throat
No suit or part
Doesn't feel good
Sore foot
Arm hurt
Finger sprained
Headache
Sore shoulder
Stiff neck
Had a fall
No money for suit/fees
Sore toe
Totals

1
4

18

Parent

Student

t12
28
21
19
15
9
8
8

2

4
3
3

2

3
3

1
1
1
169
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The excuses presented here are as close to original statements as possible, collected by the writer from. five activity classes
over a period of five years. The writer feels, by observation, this
.
1 a1·e tnc t:n>c:i f ll, r u1gers
'
"
group o f excuses, many times
va 1·1c,
pro.mote
and will express verbally.
1
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student has an obvious and lcgi.tirn;d(~ pro!1\crn that excltidc:c; him frorn

. . . t.ion, or seconc11 y, l1e 1s
. a
parnc1p~1

11 1
•
.
f or a way ou t .
1rrnger
oo lnng

11 ''

This fringer is responsible for so.rnc incredible excuses that have
been used to avoid participation.
f a.11 ,

11

11

11t
· i:1' e i'.1nger spra1nc<i,
.
' "

nsore toe,

11

11

The "no suit,

11

"stiff neck," "had a

.
d um. f orm,
10s··t o. par:1 o f t'ne require

•

11

and 1'got a colcf' form of excuse, when repeated over and

over by the same type, indicates an attitude problem.

Some are

legitimate, but when the same student uses this type of excuse over and
over, it is difficult to deny the instructor the thought of failing, janitor
duty, assignment to study hall, and the "get rid of him" attitude.

The

problem is basically one of poor student attitude but it is impractical
for the physical educator to spend inordinate amounts of time and energy
investigating it on behalf of the pupil.
Table II shows that the most prevalent reason for excuse is
the note from the parent indicating recovery from flu.

The most interesting

point revealed by the figures is that every excuse category is directly
associated with a health or medical reason.
The term "valid" as used in Table II needs clarification.

As

applied to the figures under the column headed "Parent," the term "valid"
means excuses granted to the bearer who in turn is judged in a positive
way according to the criteria shown on pages 23 and 24.

Exactly the same

meaning is attached to those written excuses under the column headed
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NATUHE AND sounc.E OF EXCUSES ACCEP'J'ED AS VA LID

Medical

Excuses
Flu, recovering from
Ankle sprain
Ribs, sore or cracked
Cut; Stitches, etc.
Wart removed
Accident
Allergy
Bronchitis
Burns
Jock itch
Infection
Teeth
Asthma
Broken finger
Chest congestion
Concussion
Dog bite
Elbow pain
Epilepsy
Illness, recovering from
Measles
Nose bone chipped
Operation
Pelvic injury
Rheumatic fever
Rupture
Temperature
Wrist sore
Totals

Parent

Student

13
3

4
4
r,

.)
')

,J

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

1

2

1

7

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

57

The excuses presented here arc as close to original statements
as possible, collected by the writc1· f'rorri Lve adivi.ty classes over a
period of five years. The writer feels this group of excuses is valid
according to his own criteria..
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"Medical." In both cases here perhaps none of the excuses is ;:iny more
valid as such than those appearing in Table I.

The subjective judgment

of the writer, however, based upon exposure to the students over a
period of time, categorizes performance and behavior subjectively as
being either positive or neg~tive l>ascrl upon the crit<.::ria referred to
previously.
Clarke (11:31) explains that in selecting criteria of validity
for tests of various types, the use of subjective judgment by persons
considered experts such as athletic coaches is one of five prominent
validation methods, used predominantly in formulation of team sports
tests.
In summary. it appears to the writer that pupil attitude is at
the heart of the problem of non-participationo

To be sure, an effective

program of public relations may be helpful in many cases and thus be a
partial answer.

It seems necessary also, however, to look at school

policy; joint school administration-medical society planning for the
handling of medical-oriented problems; to examine the effectiveness
of pupil counseling and to examine all possible avenues by which the
activity program in physical education may be up-graded.

CHAPTER IV

RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter the writer wi1l. review the position of physical
education as a professional field in terms of it:::; profosscd beliefs and
treat the field of medicine in foe sa.me way as to its expressed beliefs
about the value of exercise.

In addition, review briefly the position

of school administration as above and present recommendations for
action based upon these respective positions.
The central avenues of approach toward solutions to the
problem of the chronic non-participant are as follows:
1.

School policy

2.

School administration-medical society joint planning

for sound handling of the health-oriented non-participant
3.

School public relations

4.

Pupil counseling services

5.

Up-grading of the instructional physical education program

School Policy
School policy appears to be necessary on three points as shown
by the literature supporting this paper, as follows:
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(a) Some school administrators are inclined to excuse
from physical education boys whose part-time work includes
such activities as farm chores, bicyck riding, and other
vigorous exercises. Also, 111any schools exempt students
• . . in military training, . . . drill team or who are members
of an interscholastic athletic team. With regard to the substitution of military training for physical education, it should be
emphasized that neither military authorities nor physical
educators agree with this practice. The objectives and the
activities of the two programs are entirely different and hence
cannot logically substitute for each other (30: 185-186).
It was assumed at the beginning of this paper that no program
or combination of programs adequately takes the place of physical
education.

Nixon and Frederickson support the writer's contention

when they point out that the objectives and activities are different and
hence cannot substitute for each other.
(b) Students who are taking part in athletics may be excused
from physical education classes on the day of a contest (40:23).
The writer believes this position is defensible because of the
relationship between athletics and physical education and because the
substitution stipulates "on the day of a contest.

11

(c) A good program of medical examinations for students can
provide the basis for excusing students from physical education
for reasons of physical disability. If such an examination system
does not exist in the school, permanent excuses from physical
ed·ucation should only be granted upon receipt of a request from
the family physician (4.0:23).
Although this is a suggestion from the 1961 Washington State
Physical Education Guide, Grades 7-12, the writer disagrees on the
basis of the statement by Nixon and Frederickson (30:186); viz., that any
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pupil able to :ittend school as a full-time stu<lcnt wil.h a normal program

of studies should not be permitted to evade the physical education
requirement.

The writer's review of literature has indicated support

and justification of physical education as a daily requirement from the
standpoint of the physical educator as well as the school administrator
(38:38; 15:12; 32; 3; 33; 19:17; 20:7; 37:6; and 27}.
The position of the foregoing authors suggests the hypothesis
to the writer that a boy with a physical disability is as much entitled to
and can profit as much from a daily physical education program as can
the normal boy.

Their position also suggests the hypothesis that, in

reali_ty, there is no such thing as an excused absence from physical
education provided the expressed beliefs and recommendations of physical
educators and school administrators are sound.

Recommendations.

(a} that substitution of activities for

physical education not be allowed because no other activity adequately
takes the place of physical education, either in content or objective;
(b} that substitution of athletics for physical education on the day of a
contest be adopted as policy.

Athletics is a phase of physical education,

hence is admissible and secondly, the boy is not relinquishing either daily
exposure or the greater variety of experiences possible in physical education; (c) that adequate means of handling physical education for boys·
who are disabled physically, either temporarily or permanently, be
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provided by every school if the hypothesis of the writer and the statement
of Nixon and Frederickson can he accepted.
Formulation of an adequate school policy is not only possible
but desirable.

It will be effective to the degree that the proper interests

are adequately represented and heard from and to the degree that practicable implementation is fostered.

School Administration - Medical Society Joint Planning . . .
Both local and nationally known authorities recommend that
the physical education staff acquaint local physicians with the purposes
and activities of the school physical education program (30: 184; 36:23;
40:23; 43:90).

If the previous hypothesis that there is in reality no such

thing as an excused absence in physical education is supportable then
such acquaintance should not lead to excuses being granted but to shortterm or to long-term re-assignment to classes more appropriate for the
pupil.
Table I shows that 18 excuses had been granted over a fiveyear period for "no reason," which were attributed to physicians.

In

essence, such excuses must be honored although a thorough acquaintance
of the program and the problem created by such non-definitive excuse
could be easily avoided.

If no other program in the school has the same

objectives or activities as physical education, then the 39 weeks of
absolutely no physical education represents, for these 18 excused pupils,
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a void which cannot be filled.

Recommendations.

(a) Joint sessions of the board of educa-

tion and the medical society should be held to assess and clarify the
problem; (b) the board of education, school administration and medical
society should develop a form by which recommendations for pupil reassignment can be made by a physician on behalf of the pupil for the
guidance of the physical educator.

An example of such form is included

in the Appendix; (c) definite consideration must be given to the initiation
and conduct of a program of adapted physical education activities for the
temporarily or permanently handicapped student.

School Public Relations
It appears to be an axiom that the better an individual is

acquainted with something the less it appears as a threat and as something to be avoided.

It is for this reason that a planned program of

public relations is recommended by such authorities as Williams,
Brownell, and Vernier (43:89) and Nixon and Frederickson (30:44).
People will frequently judge the physical education program based upon
their own experiences which may not be a valid basis for such judgment.

In like manner, the physician may get the mistaken impression of
physical education being largely athletics.

Good public relations,

however, apparently do a great deal to change such impressions.
According to the California Framework Committee (7:27),

11

the school
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and the co.mmunity are inseparable," which thus a.ssnrcs a closer tie
between the two and allows less chance for misunderstandings to occur.
Landreth and others (26: 153) cite the example of good public relations
in a newly-created program of physical education and recreation in
Sutter County, California, in which it was cstirnated that absences of
pupils with illness as an excuse diminished by 50% following the establishment of the program.

The following statement by Williams, Brownell,

and Vernier seems to sum up quite well:
It appears fair to conclude that requests for excuses diminish
in direct proportion to the manner in which the program is carefully planned, properly conducted, and wisely publicized (43:89).

Recommendations.

(a) that the physical education staff, with

full knowledge and approval of school administration and the board of
education, plan at least one school-wide program of the public infarmationinterpretation type each year; (b) that the physical education staff develop
a brochure to be .made available to students and parents describing the
physical education program(s) in all possible aspects; (c) that the news
media be constantly informed in so.me detail about physical education and
encouraged and assisted in preparation of suitable information for public
consumption.

Pupil Counseling
Frequently the physical educator will encounter pupils whose
behavior taxes his patience severely.

Pupils with chronic problems
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t,hould be referred to the school counselor us the physical educator will
doubtless have little time to dev~te directly to them.

Nixon and

Frederickson (30: 185} suggest a "tea.m approach" in efforts to deal
successfully with objectionable pupil behavior.

By this they mean the

counselor, nurse, physician, physical education instructor, and perhaps
others.
Cassidy authored a book on the subject of pupil counseling
in the physical education program; her statement following suggests a
plausible motive for the chronic non-participant from his point of view,
which she suggests ought to be borne in mind by the observant teacher.
• . . all behavior is need-fulfillment, either conscious or
unconscious. For teachers in our field this concept has
particular importance because the situations in which they see
children. • . are highly dynamic and expressive of enthusiastic,
goal-centered action, such as a well-played basketball game.
Other situations can be just as highly dynamic and explosive
in expressions of anxiety, fear, dislike, and insecurity which,
to a given individual, may be upsetting or even painful (10:24}.
The Bookwalters (3:44} quoted Layman, a psychiatrist, as
stating that the availability of broad programs of supervised physical
education and recreation are related to reduced incidence of delinquency.

Recommendations.

(a} that pupils with chronic behavior

problems suggestive of deep-seated trouble be referred to the school
counselor and that these be studied by means of the "team II or "case study"
approach; (b} that physical educators keep in mind the caution expressed
by Cassidy; viz., that all behavior is need-fulfillment and judge pupils
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according to their standards rather than exclusively by adult, authoritarian standards.

Up-grading the Instructional Physical Education Program
Nemson' s study of specific annoyances in relation to student
attitude indicated by implication a need to examine compulsory physical
education with the hope of reducing some of its objectionable features
as felt by the poor-attitude group of students (29:346).
In spite of the very best efforts on the part of all concerned

with the instructional program, there will always be absences which
are inexcusable and therefore will require some policy as to making up
work missed during the absence.

The Washington State Department of

Public Instruction Physical Education Guide, Grades 7 - 12 (40:22)
suggests that no make-up work be assigned for students whose absences
are excused.

They further recommend that unexcused absences be

made up by means of "walk" assignments, roller skating, hiking, etc .•
on their own time.

Recommendations.

(a) that the physical education staff

conduct a self-survey of practices in an effort to eliminate any which
cannot be defended as necessary and contributory to the efficiency of the
program; (b) if the premise is accepted that there is no such thing as
an excused absence in physical education, the suggestion of requiring no
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make-up work for excused absences is inappl i.cable; (c) it appears to
the writer that acceptance of Recommendation (a) above precludes an
acceptance of the suggestion by the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction that "walk" assignments, etc., should be required for
unexcused absences.

Therefore, it is recommended that make-up

work for inexcused absences correspond as closely

aH

practicable to the

work engaged in by the non-participant's own class.
Approximately thirty doctoral dissertations under the
direction of Professor Karl Bookwalter of Indiana University between
the years 1950 and 1954 involved 2, 648 U. S. high schools in 25 states.
A conclusion resulting from that group of studies was that practices in
physical education over the U. S. are quite similar and consistently
quite poor.

A review of the literature of physical education at the

secondary school level indicates quite close agreement in theory (3:7).
It is the hope of the writer that this contribution will, in some
small way, help to bring theory and practice a trifle closer together.
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APPENDIX

PHYSICAL EDUCATION RECOMMENDATION FORM
PHYSICIAN
!::i<.:11001. • •
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Grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

This cei;tifies that on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ..

1 examined .. , ..

•• ••••
...... j
1
\Student 1s name

.................. .

.cmd th«t in 1ny opinion he/she does not, 1 ••• docs .... 1 need modificalion of physical cduc,,tion
1check one,
bt.~Cl.lllSC • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • •

I

•••••••

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

. . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . condition.
Tobe for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
!:;'lease specify approximate length of time (good (or one semester only).
Semester (Sept. to Jan. ) (Feb. to June)
I recon,mend:

showers permitted, yes ..... no ..... gym clothes ..... or street clothes . . . . . . . . .
(indicate by check mark)
1) ..•.. limited physical education (specify special exercises permitted)
2) .•.•. restricted to indoor activities
3) •••.• bed rest

Types of activities that student might be permitted to do. Please indicate types permitted and
indicate degree of activity by (light -L moderate -M strenuous -S)
dancing ::;teps
swimming
speed exercises
endurance tests
co1npetitive games

quiet gan,es involving almost no exertion
prescribed arm and leg exercise (while sitting or
lying on gym mat)
ball passing without running
achievement tests of skills but not of strength
Specific restrictions and any recommended special exercises:

Note to physician: The recommendation of the physician will be followed and all information will
be held confidential. It is the desire of the school authorities to cooperate in every way with
physicians and parents, and at the same time conform to the state law requiring some form of
physical education for every student.
(See covering letter on U8c of phyoic.J 1 t,duc,1b()11 n,con1m,:ndation rorn,)
Date . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1-:xaminer......

. ....... , .................. , .
(print name)

Office Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This form to be returned to school by p,1rent or student
Developed by:

Sacramento Society for Medical Improvement
Physical Education Personnel from Sacramento County Schools
Sponsored by: Sacramento County School Health Council
Revised 1962

